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More About Jargon

Choosing the right words can be a balancing act. We want to make sure our
audience gets what they need from a document without overwhelming them...

Ohio State University researchers recently studied how people read political and science
materials and found people were often discouraged by jargon and "that when you use more
colloquial language when talking to people about issues like immigration policy, they report
more interest in politics, more ability to understand political information and more
confidence in their political opinions.” (Asst. Prof. Hillary Shulman, OSU)

More on Tier 2 Words
Do people comfortably
know what words mean or
will another word or phrase
do (util ize vs. use, for
example.) A lot of words in
English have multiple
meanings (class, grade,
etc.) or may sound a lot like
other words, too. 

Types of Vocabulary

Common everyday words
that often represent
concrete ideas

tier 1 words tier 2 words tier 3 words
Words typically more
common in reading +
writing and across contexts

Words that are commonly
particular to a domain,
sector, or genre

examples: table,
run, cake

examples: distribute,
emerge, contrast

examples (legal): bench,
adjudication, pro se 

Let's break down a way to think about different types of words...

More on Tier 3 Words
Do these specific words aid
comprehension? Or is another
more familiar word okay (for
example, high blood pressure
versus hypertension)? Will not
knowing the words hold a
person back? If the jargon itself
is important for them to know,
do you explain it well enough?

Additional Resources
As always, get feedback from your audience and
prioritize their preferences. Looking to gauge how
common some words are? Try out Google's Ngram
feature. Readability sites like Hemingway App can
also provide you clues about complex words, too.

https://news.osu.edu/the-use-of-jargon-kills-peoples-interest-in-science-politics/
https://www.colorincolorado.org/article/selecting-vocabulary-words-teach-english-language-learners
https://books.google.com/ngrams/info
https://hemingwayapp.com/

